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特集論文／ ONCO-MEDIA



A Context Model for Content Based Medical Image Retrieval Patrick BREZILLON*1, Daniel RACOCEANU*2,3 Abstract 　Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) systems are reaching nowadays a limitation related to the well-known semantic gap. Taking into account the domain knowledge for bridging this gap, is a very challenging task, due to the particular importance of every detail surrounding the given topic, user and query. The notion of context becomes then a key problem. However, one often considers the word context like words “concept” or “system”, i.e. without giving a clear definition. This problem has been encountered in artificial intelligence and fixed with a context model and software called contextual graphs. In this paper, we point out that the different types of context in CBIR. Thus, if one wishes to use efficiently context, we previously need to identify and model it correctly. We show how it can be possible to improve the different steps in the CBIR processing. We illustrate this point on two steps, namely the user’s query management and the medical image domain knowledge-related semantic indexing, thanks to methods and tools coming from artificial intelligence. Key words: Context modeling, Contextual graphs, Content based medical image retrieval Med Imag Tech 25(5): 327-332, 2007



1. Introduction The Onco-Media ICT Asia project (Ontology and Context related Medical image Distributed Intelligent Access) aims to: (1) To develop a novel grid-distributed, contextual and semantic based, intelligent information access framework for medical images and associated medical reports focusing on robust visual indexing and retrieval algorithms for medical images; robust fusion indexing intelligent techniques for medical images and associated medical reports; developing a grid-distributed medical image retrieval application that links the medical concepts of the images and text documents based on medical ontology using intelligent methods; and methods for context-sensitive navigation and query; (2) to explore new medical image diagnosis assistance, teaching and research access applications using semantic, visual and context-sensitive medical information with the grid computing facilities; and (3) to crystallize a network of research excellence in the field of distributed medical images access among Asia, French and Swiss partners, leveraging on their complementary scientific values and experience. This paper discusses the aspects of the project related to the notion of context. A context is always relative to a focus. In Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR), the focus can take drastically different forms like the user’s query, the organ concerned, the type of disease, the type of image, and the reasoning and the interpretation rely heavily on the different types of context. Our claim is that context must be modeled carefully in the CBIR domain in order to be used efficiently. In this paper, we introduce a brief survey of the literature on CBIR to point out how context is considered, but without effective use of context in the problem of image management. Then, we show how this notion of context is *1
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modeled in artificial intelligence. Finally, we show how context can be modeled in two situations in CBIR, namely the management of a user’s query (i.e. context modeling at the level of the domain knowledge) and the support of image interpretation in CBIR. 2. Context in the CBIR area The literature possesses a number of references to studies based on context since a long time. Torralba〔1〕outlines the history of visual context modeling and points out such works. Studies by Biederman et al.〔2〕and Palmer〔3〕 highlight the effect of contextual information in the processing time for object recognition. In all the implementations, context is used implicitly. However, contextual elements like the color must be considered in relation with the focus and other contextual elements. In medical image domains the relative spatial distribution of the pathological structures (a contextual information) play important roles in diagnosis〔4, 5〕． This contextual information is represented in different ways: representing the structures by nodes with their attributes, and their spatial relations by links with their attributes, a two dimensional representation; spatial histograms or correlograms. Another way of including contextual information is the use of spatial histograms or correlograms. These correlograms have been applied to describe the distribution of color along with its spatial relations or the relative distribution of the points in a curve in shape matching and retrieval. If CBIR is the most widely used method for searching large-scale medical image collections, this approach is not enough for high-level applications as human experts are accustomed to manage medical images based on their clinical features rather than primitive features〔6〕． Indeed there is a need to associate bottom-up and top-down techniques, the results obtained by one technique being contextual information (and knowledge) for the other technique. Both content and context based retrieval approaches can concur to a more efficient and adequate retrieval. COBWEB (Context-based Image Retrieval on the Web) is a research and development project co-financed by the ESPRIT Programme of the EU (ESPRIT project 28773). COBWEB aims to provide an innovative solution to the problem of cost-effectively filing and retrieving huge numbers of still images and of allowing remote access to image databases via the Internet. Building upon an object-oriented repository of images, COBWEB is presented to offer advanced features for: image analysis, conceptual clustering, human computer interfaces, image retrieval and support for remote searches via the Internet. The approach is relatively classical heavily algorithm-based, but with no real explicit reference to the role of context in the whole process. Attributed Relational Graphs (ARGs) are a formalism for contextual representation. Parts are represented as nodes and their spatial relationships as arcs. A pattern usually consists of several primitives among which various contextual relations are defined. Attributed relational graph is chosen to represent the samples of patterns. The pattern ARG models both the attributes of nodes and the relations among the nodes. Hong and Huang〔7, 8〕proposed an unsupervised method for extracting recurrent patterns from a single image. The algorithm uses the local context information of a pixel to predict the value of that pixel. Context-based information retrieval has been considered by O’Sullivan et al.〔9〕．Two types of contextual information in are important in Information Retrieval (IR): (1) at the querying step and (2) during the process of data creation. For example, the background knowledge of the annotator, the work environment, or the potential users may influence the characteristics of the resulting data collection. However, they are some additional problems related to the confusion between the context of the user and the context of the image. An annotation is a description of a given user’s context and is not directly attached to the image, but to the user of this image. In ordinary textual documents, such contextual information is mixed with the thematic subject, since both of the embedded context and the thematic subject are represented by words. Westerveld〔10〕proposes to combine image features (content) and words from collateral text (context) into one semantic space by using Latent Semantic Indexing, a method that uses co-occurrence statistics to uncover hidden semantics. Latent Semantic Indexing can outperform both content based and context based approaches, a promising approach for indexing visual and multi-modal data. He describes two different approaches to image retrieval, namely context based image retrieval and content based image retrieval. In the context Based Image Retrieval, the
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context of an image contains all information that doesn’t come from the visual properties of the image itself. For example, the place where you found an image or the person who pointed you at it can tell a lot about the information displayed in the image. Context here corresponds only for the textual information that comes with an image. (The similarity between images is then based on the similarity between the associated texts, which in turn is often based on similarity in word use.) From this brief survey of the literature on the use of context in image retrieval, we have shown that people (1) do not put the same meaning for context, and (2) consider that context plays the same role in image processing/analysis and image interpretation. This position is not correct, and it is important to analyze more carefully what context is. 3. Types of context to consider Br é zillon and Pomerol〔11〕defined context like “what constrain the problem solving without intervening in it explicitly”. Several elements justify this definition, the three main elements being that (1) context is relative to the focus, (2) the focus evolving, its context evolves too, and (3) context is highly domain-dependent. As a consequence, one cannot speak of context in an abstract way. Then, we show that the focus allows dividing the context into external knowledge and contextual knowledge. The latter constitutes a kind of tank where the contextual elements are more or less related to the focus at its current step in a flat way, when the former has nothing to do with the focus at its current step. At this conceptual level, the focus acts as a discriminating factor on the knowledge in a similar way for social networks. The focus evolves because a new event occurs (e.g. an unpredicted event) or as a result of a decision made at the previous step of the focus. Context has a dynamic dimension that is generally not considered. The notion of context intervenes more on the relationships between knowledge pieces than the pieces themselves. Nowadays, research on context in artificial intelligence is organized along two axes, namely reasoning models represented in Contextual Graphs〔11〕， and the knowledge instantiation of a part of the contextual knowledge, which is structured in a proceduralized context called a situation dressing〔12〕． 1）Context-based reasoning A context-based reasoning has two parts: diagnosis and action〔11〕．The diagnosis part analyzes the situation at hand and its context to extract the essential facts for the actions. The actions are undertaken in a foreseen order to realize the wished task. Sometimes, actions are undertaken even if the situation is not totally (or even not at all) analyzed. Diagnosis and actions constitute a continuous interlocked process, not two distinct and successive phases in a context-based reasoning. Contextual graphs propose a representation of this combination of diagnosis and actions. (A contextual graph represents a problem solving or at least a step. The software is at http://cxg.fr) Diagnosis is represented by contextual elements. When a contextual node is encountered, an element of the situation is analyzed. The value of the contextual element, its instantiation, is taken into account as long as the situation is under the analysis. After, this instantiation does not matter in the line of reasoning that can be merging again with the other lines of reasoning corresponding to other instantiations of the contextual element. Thus, contextual graphs allow a wide category of diagnosis/action representations for a given problem solving. In real-world applications, context appears like the “missing link” between the domain knowledge and the focus. Lehman et al.〔12〕follow a similar path in IRMA. IRMA is a codification of images in medicine. Making context explicit is something more that allows using this classification for other purposes such as the query building. The domain knowledge contains elements like: D Biological code for system examined 5 Uropoietic system 50 Unspecified 51 kidney 510 unspecified / 511 parenchyma / 512 renal pelvis
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A contextual element (e.g. “uropoietic system”) has an instance, which can be either a value or (e.g. “unspecified”) another contextual element (e.g. “kidney”). Brezillon and Brezillon〔13〕propose a formalism of representation based on the following model for representing context:



Fig. 1 Context modeling (CE = contextual elements).



With this model, two types of rules must be considered, namely integrity constraints and inference rules. Integrity constraints are rules that describe relationships between contextual elements and their instantiation. For example: IF “Uropoietic system” is specified THEN focus on the refined target. Inference rules concerns the relationships between contextual elements that rely on common sense knowledge. For example: IF “Uropoietic system” is “kidney” THEN consider analysis method X. Such rules can take also some evidence like the selection of a method according to the sex of the patient. Making explicit such rules in a decision support system allows considering the situation in a coherent context to identify the important contextual elements that are able to explain a situation. Rules on user’s query do not concern directly the instantiation of contextual elements but the relationship between instantiation of contextual elements and the user’s query. The rules represent a correct formulation of the query the closest of the user’s wish. The following step for the user is “to dress” the query according to his specific context, taking into account the data that are available, the granularity of the answer wished (e.g. “the target is the kidney” or “the target is the renal pelvis”), etc. By this way there is a real co-building of the query by the user and the system. The query will satisfy one the one hand, the user’s requirements, and, in the other hand, the syntax and semantic of the system. 2）Support of image interpretation in CBIR While most of the early CBIR architectures were based on the query-by-example paradigm, it was quickly realized that the design of fully functional retrieval systems would require support for semantic queries, in which database images are annotated with semantic labels, enabling the user to specify the query through a natural language description of the concepts of interest〔14〕． The problem still to be solved is how to process enough meaningful semantic indexing of the medical images, in order to be able to process real medical queries. The challenge is to take into account specific domain knowledge into a generic manner for indexing a medical image database. We initiate it throught a pathologic knowledge-guided semantic indexing approach of breast cancer histopathology images〔15〕．Narrowing this semantic gap represents one of the most outstanding challenges in medical image analysis and indexing. The solution envisaged here consists in extracting generic algorithms or the transformation of the medical knowledge rules in computer vision rules, from specific medical domain approaches. This is made by developing image analyze and object recognition techniques, according to a medical knowledge- and a rule-based decision system. Consequently, the breast histopathologic images are indexed using specific medical domain concepts related to breast cancer grading (BCG). The same high-level indexing concepts can be used for a semantic microscopic platform positioning system using CBIR. In this case, using a simple text query, like: “find hyperfields with mitosis count NGS score of 3” the doctors may be able to automatically find the location of the frames containing the desired specific structure, in order to automatically position the microscope.
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In the context of breast cancer grading, NGS corresponds to the Nottingham Grading System. The mitoses represent dividing cells, a sign of the beginning of invasive cancer. NGS uses a mitosis scoring system based on the number of mitoses per 10 Hyperfields (frames) and a score of 3 means more than 19 mitosis structures. In order to detect the mitosis, we need to know that they are degenerated cells nuclei which are starting dividing and that those dividing nuclei become “darker”. The semantic indexing starting point is then represented by the Pathologist Rule: Mitosis = very dark dividing cells from the peripheral area of the neoplasm have so been used and transformed furthermore to the next Symbolic Rrules:



{



Mitosis : ∃VeryDarkCells / ( ( Eccentricity(VeryDarkCells) > relevEcc ) AND (VeryDarkCells ∩TubuleFormation = ∅) )



where:



}



TubuleFormation : {DarkCellsCluster / (∃Lumina ⊂ DarkCellsCluster ) }



with:



{



DarkCellsCluster : Morph ( Segment ( Image ) ) / Segment ( Image ) < Dark Lumina : {WhiteBlob / (∃DarkCellsCluster ⊃ WhiteBlob ) }



{



}



, where:



}



WhiteBlob : Morph ( Segment ( Image) ) / ( Segment ( Image ) > White )



and finally, instantiated to an Image Analysis Procedure: - Detection of VeryDarkCells is obtained by intensity-based segmentation method of the frame. - Heuristic approaches are used on training frames for the relevantEccentricity (relevEcc). - Elimination of structures having common elements with Tubule Formations (keep peripheral area) - Tubule Formation are detected according to the inclusion of Lumina in morphologic clusters of DarkCells - Lumina detected using White Bblobs, i.e. morphological groups obtained after a white segmentation This correlation: medical knowledge / rules combined with a symbolic rule translation and the semantic image indexing procedure has a generic character. Even if it seems obvious that the rules are strongly related to the specific medical knowledge, building a specific symbolic language able to generically guide the indexing approach seems possible and will focus our future researches. 4. Conclusion Endsley〔16〕established the well-known definition of Situation Awareness with its three levels: (a) perception of elements, (b) comprehending what those elements mean and (c) using that understanding to project future states. Our approach is ascribed in this realm. The notion of focus defining the related contextual elements that are relevant in the current context is a factor that improve the perception of Endsley’s first level. Making explicit the distinction between the selected contextual elements and their instantiations may be associated with the second level (i.e. the understanding of the meaning of the elements.) The identification of the inference rules in the context of the situation allows an efficient decision making and prediction of the third level. This paper gives a new view on the classical dichotomy “prescribed task versus effective task.” We have shown that the rules, which are deduced from the instantiation of the contextual elements, lead to a task model that concern the contextualized situation, not the situation uniquely. This is important in terms of users’ queries because if the thesaurus addresses the actual situation, the task model that arises from the inference rules is able to adapt to the contextualized situation. Thus, the user will learn a set of operational rules to build a correct query instead of a general rule imposed by the thesaurus. In other terms, our approach is a support for users to develop an efficient model of practices instead of a theoretical model). It is more important to learn how to use a rule rather than to learn uniquely the rule. Acknowledgement This study was initiated due to the ONCO-MEDIA*4 project collaboration.
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